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Abstract: Lung cancer is one of the most prevalent causes of carcinoma-related fatalities globally; precise and effective diagnostic 
instruments are desperately needed. Researchers and physicians continue to encounter difficulties when aiming to employ deep 
learning models in healthcare environments for recognizing lung cancer, in order achieve higher sensitivity and accuracy on large 
data sets, despite a number of advancements in this field. In this work, we enhance the recognition and classification of lung cancer 
from CT images using a distinct deep learning approach. Here, hybrid deep learning model that blends the potency of CNNs with the 
cutting-edge design of capsule networks is proposed. Inspired by recent advancements, particularly the VggCapNet model (VGG16 
and Capsule network), our model integrates the VGG19 and Capsule Network architectures to address orientation-related challenges 
often encountered in traditional CNN-based approaches. The creation, training, and assessment of this hybrid model for lung nodule 

identification and categorization are our main research goals. We focus on achieving superior Performance indicators, such as high 
Accuracy, Specificity, F1 score, and Sensitivity with a significant emphasis on reducing false positive rates. We compare the 
outcomes of our suggested model with the most recent findings in the field to confirm its efficacy. We anticipate that our research 
has yield several valuable outcomes, including improved nodule classification accuracy of 99.20%, reduced false positive rates, and 
minimized training times. This research could lead to more widespread utilization in cancer diagnosis by enhancing early lung cancer 
detection and developing the field of medical image analysis. 
 
Keywords: Capsule Network, Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), Computed Tomography, Deep Learning, Lung cancer, Visual 

Geometry Group (VGG19).

1. INTRODUCTION  

Lung cancer is difficult to detect in its early stages, 

thus it diminishes the possibilities of patient survival. 

Similarly, the treatment of cancer is relies on how early 

the disease is detected so that treatment can prevent the 
disease from advancing (in stage) and extending to other 

bodily areas. Lung Cancer can be controlled with good 

medical care corresponding to the disease's stage, the 

individual’s health, and other factors, medical science 

offers several therapies including surgery, chemotherapy, 

and radiography. The survival rate of five years is just 

21% of the patient [1]. Numerous investigators are 

concentrating on methods of exploiting digital images, 

particularly computed tomography (CT), to identify lung 

cancer nodules. Numerous academics and scientists are 

developing automated solutions to assist physicians save 
time and money. 

Image Processing and Artificial Intelligence 

approaches may be used to process medical field data 

using technology solutions to discover and diagnose Lung 

cancer, which is most desirable in the intended way of 

preventing Lung Cancer and evaluating the initial stage of 

this disease which is most desirable for doctors for 

treatment.  
Most of the time, the size and appearance of nodules 

which can be categorized as benign or malignant provide 

the first indication of malignancy. Lung nodules less than 

3 cm are usually classified as benign nodules, while those 

greater than 3 cm are classified as lung lumps or 

malignant lesions. Figure 1 depicts images of benign and 

malignant lung cancer. The possibility of malignancy can 

be anticipated based on the nodule's categorization and 

further parameters. Artificial Intelligence (AI) approaches 

prove increasingly noteworthy in the diagnosis at the 

basic level and categorization of different cancer forms. 
AI is a prominent area for representing human intelligence 

in a machine [2]. 
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Figure 1.  Benign and Malignant nodules in CT images 

Machine and deep learning AI algorithms are critical 

in training a computer system to become an expert that 

can assist in making predictions and taking decisions. 

Machine learning is a sub-category of AI which allows a 

computer system to learn from previous data without 

having to program it explicitly. "Deep learning" is a kind 
of ML technique that enables computers to acquire 

information from data. These fields imbue a computer 

with intelligence, enabling it to extract patterns based on 

specific facts and then process them for autonomous 

reasoning [3]. 

DL models work well, especially for certain kinds of 

applications like segmenting images, classifying images, 

and identifying objects. Digital learning algorithms are 

not limited to preprogrammed instructions; instead, they 

may learn from training data. Deep learning models 

exercised in medical image analysis performed better than 
machine learning models in digital image localisation, 

segmentation, anomaly detection, image registration, and 

diagnosis in a comparative evaluation. Many researchers 

have already used deep learning to identify lung cancer 

[4]. 

An increasingly used form of ANN in computer vision 

and radiography are referred to as CNN. Neural networks 

with several layers are called CNNs. CNN is a feed-

forward technique that works exceptionally well for 

identification and classification. The entire network is 

simpler, and there are smaller training parameters. 
Because of the network's weight-sharing architecture, 

CNN seems to be like biological brain networks. 

Convolution, Activation, Pooling, and a fully linked layer 

are all layers in the CNN network's structure. In the last 

layer of CNN, like in classical neural networks, a loss 

function, such as softmax, is used. CNN employs a 

sequence of pooling layers to categorize the image. 

Regardless of the overall amount of spatial data, an item is 

classified by the CNN's pooling layer, which lowers the 

dimension. This indicates the actual location of the item in 

the image. CNN's pooling feature has both benefits and 

drawbacks. It loses some crucial information that is vital 

to object recognition and image segmentation during the 

pooling process.  

The capsule network the notion originated by 

Geoffrey Hinton as an alternative to this challenge. A 

cluster of neurons retains data regarding a specific feature 

in an image is called a capsule. This data mostly relates to 

the position, rotation, scale, and other characteristics in 
highly dimensional vectors i.e. 8 or 16. There are three 

components in the architecture of the capsule network. (1) 

Upper level capsule (2) loss-related functions and (3) 

principal capsule (the convolution, shift, and squash 

operations).The primary goal of capsule networks, or 

CapsNets, is to acquire spatial data while mitigating the 

loss of information carried forth by CNN's pooling 

procedure. CapsNet's several convolutional layers are 

contained within capsules [5]. 

The LIDC/IDRI collection has 1018 cases. About 

1010 distinct CT images are available altogether since 
eight patients were unintentionally scanned more than 

once during the acquisition process. Every bit of image 

data is recorded in DICOM format, with 512 x 512 pixels 

as its standard size [6]. 

The hybrid model VggCapNet for identifying lung 

nodules from LIDC CT images is discussed in this study. 

The hybrid system is developed by integrating the capsule 

network with the VGG-19 and used to classify and 

recognize lung cancer cases.Based on CNN computer 

vision algorithms; VGG19 is one of the most effective 

image model architectures. The number 19 in VGG stands 

for the number of weight layers it incorporates [7]. 
 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Shanchen Pang et.al. [8] Clinical importance increases 

significantly if lung cancer is diagnosed and classified on 

time. Typically, obtaining a complete diagnosis 

necessitates the complementary use of numerous imaging 

modalities. This study proposes a deep learning algorithm 

to detect lung cancer in patients at Shandong Provincial 

Hospital based on CT scans. It has two challenges: firstly, 

the limited amount of patient data that has been collected; 

secondly, artificial intelligence models based on public 
datasets are unable to meet such practical requirements. 

The two-pronged problem is solved by first expanding 

and balancing our training data using image rotation, 

translation, and transformation techniques. Next, we 

classify tumors that are malignant and lastly, we assemble 

multiple classification results to enhance classification 

performance using the adaptive boosting (adaboost) 

algorithm. Based on experimental data, this method 

outperforms DenseNet without adaboost, ResNet, 
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VGG16, and AlexNet in terms of identification accuracy, 

with a score of 89.85%. This enables a successful, non-

invasive method for pathological diagnosis of this type of 

lung cancer.  

Imdad Ali et. al. [9] Proposed CNN with transferable 

textures to enhance the ability to classify lung nodules on 

CT images. The integration of an Energy Layer (EL) 

allows for the extraction of textural characteristics from 

the convolutional layer. By integrating EL, the network's 

learnable parameter count is lowered, thus lowering 
memory needs and the complexity of computation. The 

suggested model only has 3 convolutional layers along 

with one EL in place of a pooling layer. Using several 

evaluation matrices, The LUNGx database and the 

publicly available LIDC-IDRI have been used to evaluate 

this work. Six-fold cross-validation is used to train model, 

which yielded an accuracy score of 96.69%, +-0.72%.  

Shanchen Pang et. al. [10] First, compile a dataset of 125 

early-stage lung cancer patients' CT scans. Revolving, 

altering, and replicating processes are used to improve 

the data collection in order to prevent its innate 
asymmetry. Next, a deep CNN called VGG16-T has been 

implied and many of these were used to train weak 

classifiers using a boosting technique. By using joint 

voting, this strategy significantly improves the 

performance of CT scans in diagnosing the pathological 

type of lung cancer. Trials on the expanded dataset of CT 

scans indicate that VGG16-T, a set consisting of three 

weak classifiers, can recognize pathological classes with 

86.58% accuracy. Additionally, VGG16-T diagnoses 20 

randomly chosen CT scans with an accuracy of 85%, 

whereas two respiratory physicians from Grade 3A 
hospitals diagnose patients with an accuracy of 55% and 

65% using handcrafted diagnoses, respectively.  

 Cheng Wang et. al [11] the objective of this research 

was to categorize pulmonary images using the Inception-

v3 TL Model in order to provide a workable and realistic 

computer-aided diagnosis model. Here, the pulmonary 

image data was first enhanced. Next, features were 

automatically extracted using the refined classifiers to 

categorize the images using the Inception-v3 model, 

which is based on transfer learning. Subsequently, a 

number of models that were built on the original Deep 

CNN model were contrasted with it. This demonstrated 

the significance of the TL experiment for the 

categorization of lung images. At 95.41% and 80.09%, 
respectively, the maximum sensitivity and specificity are 

recorded.  

Heng YU et.al. [12] The Adaptive Hierarchical 

Heuristic Mathematical Model (AHHMM) has been 

presented as an approach for deep learning. The system 

that is suggested is composed up of many steps, including 

preliminary processing, segmentation, binarization, 

thresholding, and image extraction, which are followed by 

extraction of features and DNN detection. The lung CT 

image has been divided and to extract any relevant 

properties, a particular feature extraction technique is 
applied on the fragmented image. The outcome of the 

evaluation showed that the suggested approach was able 

to identify 96.67% of lung cancer cases or non-cases.  

 Abdulrazak Yahya Saleh et. al. [13] in this study, a 

hybrid CNN and SVM model based image categorization 

technique is proposed. Every lung image can be 

automatically recognized and assessed by a machine to 

ascertain if cancerous cells exist or not. SVM has been 

used to eliminate unnecessary data that has a negative 

effect on accuracy. Recently, CNNs perform 

exceptionally well in a number of computer vision 
applications. The suggested CNN-SVM system has 

successfully categorized lung images with an accuracy of 

97.91%.  

TABLE I.  AN OVERVIEW OF CNN'S RESEARCH ARTICLES ON THE USE OF THE DL MODEL TO IDENTIFY LUNG CANCER 

Reference Year  Method Image 

used 

Image 

dataset 

Accuracy Findings and limitation 

Shanchen 

pang[8] 

2019 Densely Connected 

CNN with Adaptive 

Boosting 

CT Shandong 

Provincial 

Hospital 

89.85% Densenet is designed to process and categorize the 

datasets related to lung cancer. In order to enhance 

classification performance, numerous classification 

results are finally aggregated using the Adaboost 

method. 

Imdad 

Ali[9] 

2020 Transferable 

Texture 

Convolutional 

Neural Network 

CT LIDC 96.69% The model only has 3 convolutional layers with a single 

EL in place of a pooling layer. EL,removes the general 

shape information and examines the texture 

characteristics. Additionally, the EL decreased the 

network's learnable parameter count. 

Shanchen 

Pang[10] 

2020 VGG16-T CT Shandong 

Provincial 

Hospital. 

86.58% In order to support lung cancer type, introduces a 

classification framework based on enhanced VGG16-T. 

A boosting-based classifier is trained for the second 

stage with the goal of lowering the FPs generated by the 

first stage. 

Cheng 

Wang[11] 

2019 Inception-v3 CT JSRT 85.70%  

 

The enhanced Inception-v3 approach employed transfer 

learning techniques to automatically acquire attributes, 

and it used multiple classifiers (Soft max, Logistic, and 

SVM) to classify the pulmonary images. 
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Heng 

Yu[12] 

2020 Adaptive 

Hierarchical 

Heuristic 

Mathematical Model 

CT DIAG 90% Divides images into slices within the same image using 

the Modified K-means method, with the DNN focusing 

on classification of identical images. 

Abdulrazak 

Yahya 

Saleh[13] 

2021 Hybrid CNN-SVM CT LIDC-IDRI 97.9% SVM has been used to eradicate irrelevant information 

that adversely impacts accuracy. 

 Hongtao 

Xie  [14] 

2019 Two-Dimensional 

CNN 

CT LUNA16 86.42% To help with CT learning, a novel automated approach 

for pulmonary nodule diagnosis using 2D convolutional 

neural networks (CNNs) is suggested. Consisting of two 

phases: (1) enhanced Faster R-CNN for nodule 

candidate recognition; (2) boosting-based classifier for 

false positive minimization. 

Neal 

Joshua[15] 

2021 3D-AlexNet 

architecture 

CT LUNA 16 97.17% It utilizes the capabilities of the 3D AlexNet 

architecture. To detect lung nodules, a 3D multiple 

dimensions convolutional neural network is employed. 

Parnian 

Afshar [16] 

2020 3D-MCN CT LIDC-IDRI 83.00% To detect lung nodules, a 3D multiple dimensions 

convolutional neural network is employed. 

Zhou 

Tao[17] 

2020  DenseNet CT LIDC-IDRI 93.26% DenseNet (DenseNet-NSCR) nonnegative, sparse, and 

collaborative representation classification is presented. 

A. Problem Statement 

Although a number of researchers have already 
published several deep learning architecture for 

recognizing lung cancer, attaining the required precision 

on public datasets continues a significant problem 

for radiologists assessing malignant nodules and using 

these models in clinical applications. Although they 

employed either small online datasets or proprietary 

datasets gathered from hospitals, multiple investigators 

have produced work with a high degree of accuracy. 

Shanchen Pang1 et. al [8],[10] proposed a DCN was 

implemented using an unreleased database of 125 

individuals diagnosed with lung cancer from Shandong 

Provincial Hospital. Specifically, VGG16-T with multiple 
VGG16-T was utilized as a weak classifier trained with a 

boosting approach. The accuracy achieved by a model, 

known as "DL based Model for identifying Lung Cancer 

by Densely Connected Convolutional Networks with 

Adaptive Boosting algorithm," is 89.85%.  

Cheng Wang et. al [11] The Japanese Association of 

Radiology Technologies conventional digital image 

database, JSRT, was the source of the dataset for the 

inception-v3 machine learning model that was suggested. 

It attained 80.09% specificity and 95.41% sensitivity, 

respectively. Nevertheless, there were only 154 images 
with tumours in the lungs and 93 images without in the 

collection. Heng Yu et. al. [12] proposed a technique to 

use DL technology to predict the existence of lung cancer. 

Using the unpublished dataset Diagnostic Image Analysis 

Group, the AHHMM yielded an accuracy of 96.67%. The 

accuracy of the CNN and Two-Dimensional CNN 3D 

AlexNet architectures in detecting lung nodules  

using the LUNA-16 dataset was 97.17% and 86.42%, 

respectively [14].  
Most of established CNN models just take into 

account the primary nodule location, ignoring the 

surrounding tissues. It is difficult to predict lung nodule 

malignancy with good sensitivity [18]. A novel and 

innovative machine learning architecture called a capsule 

network (CapsNet) is suggested as a solution to CNN 

drawbacks. CapsNet-based architecture can handle a 

limited quantity of training data. CapsNet can recognize 

the spatial relationships between multiple components in 

an image. CNNs require a constant stream of input to 

learn the translations as they are not resilient to rotation 

and transformation. Conversely, CapsNets are better 
equipped to manage rotations and transformations via the 

capsule layers and the "routing by agreement" method [5]. 

 

Based on major contribution and considerations of above 

several models our works is 

 To propose a hybrid model namely VggCapNet 
combining the  features of VGG19 and Capsule 
networks (CapsNet). 

 For CT image pre-processing and feature extraction, a 
pretrained VGG19 model will be employed. 

 The transformation, rotation, and spatial relationship 
issues with the existing deep learning algorithms will 
be addressed by a capsule network. 

 To prevent overfitting and provide a more complete 
model, these methods are also used in conjunction to 
completely connected layers and sigmoid functions of 
activation. 
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 The LIDC dataset will be used to assess VggCapNet's 
performance. 

3. MATERIAL AND METHOD 

Medical image analysis is no longer unfamiliar with 

deep learning. It's a developing trend, and there's an 

increasing need for deep learning to produce precise and 

accurate outcomes. Figure 2 illustrates the general 

methodology for using CT scans to diagnose cancer in its 

primary stages based on its pathological kind. Figure 3 

illustrates the suggested framework developed with a 

capsule network and VGG 19. Getting the lesion data 

from various lung CT scan classes from the LIDC IDRI 
dataset is the first step. Pre-processing images, such as 

image acquisition, augmentation, and color 

transformation, is included in stage 2. The study and 

application of many pre-trained CNN models, including 

VGG16, Xception, Resnet, Inception V3, Mobilenet, etc., 

comprise Stages III. Stage IV entails computing the 

previously trained model's parameters. 

 
Figure 2.   Basic Model for lung cancer detection 

Such as specificity, sensitivity, and accuracy and F1 

score. The hybrid VggCapNet model is implemented in 

stages V and VI, and its parameters are estimated. In 

Stage VII, which is the last stage, VggCapNet uses a 
typical pretrained model for determining the benign or 

cancerous kind of CT scan images and evaluates the 

images performance. 

A. Dataset Description 

LIDC/IDRI refers to the Lung Image Database 
Consortium and Image Database Resource Initiative. It is 

an international resource that may be used online for the 

development and evaluation of CAD methods for the 

detection and evaluation of lung cancer. 

This data collection was developed in partnership with 

eight medical imaging organizations and seven academic 

institutions. It consists of 1018 cases and 244,527 

images.  Each section contains images as a file in XML 

format with the annotation process findings, which were 

finalized in two steps by four expert radiologists in 

thoracic analysis. At the initial blinded-read stage, every 

radiologist evaluated every CT image independently, 

categorizing lesions into three groups: "nodule with 

lesion of 3 mm or more," "nodule with lesion less than 3 

mm," and "non-nodule lesion with 3 mm or more". Each 

radiologist in the subsequent unblinded-read phase, 

evaluated their anonymized ratings and those of the other 

three radiologists independently in order to make a final 

conclusion. Four kinds of lung nodules are identified in 

the LIDC-IDRI dataset. (1) Metastatic Lesion whose 

underlying malignancy was not lung cancer; (2) Benign 

(3) Malignant and (4) Unknown (No Label) [11]. 
The LIDC/IDRI dataset has 1,018 instances in total. 

Because eight cases were unintentionally duplicated 

throughout the CT scan collection process, there are really 

only 1,010 distinct CT scans. Details acquired in image 

data are saved in DICOM format. The collection's average 

CT scan width is 240, while the DICOM pictures range 

from 64 to 764 slices with a consistent dimension of 512 

× 512. The thickness of the pictures varies from 0.5 to 5 

mm image thicknesses. It is interesting that more than half 

of the recent studies on lung cancer detection have made 

use of the LIDC/IDRI dataset. 

Figure 3.  VggCapNet Model using VGG 19 and Capsule Network 

B. Data Pre-processing 

In order to reduce computing complexity and network 

overhead, pre-processing of the images is necessary. Deep 

learning models cannot use a whole CT scan directly 

because of image dimensionality, format, size, and other 

issues. There are a few stages involved between acquiring 
the CT scan and integrating the data into the deep learning 

model. The LIDC-IDRI dataset includes a variety of CT 

scan pictures of the lungs, with labeling included in a 

CSV file. Assigning of malignant and benign images is 

carried out based on details provided in a CSV file 

to execute the suggested model. Typically, a CT scan is 

saved in DICOM format. The Keras ImageDataGenerator 

package was leveraged to accomplish the rescaling, 

rotation, flipping both horizontally and vertically, and 

other data augmentation techniques. Rescaling reduces 

computing complexity by limiting the picture pixels to a 
range of 0 to 1. To improve visualization, photos are color 
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transformed from grayscale to RGB. Rotation of an image 

by 0 to 10 degrees is possible [18]. 

Grayscale images may be converted to RGB images 

by using the Python flow from directory's colour mode 

approach. The Keras Image Data Generator class, which 

offers a fast and simple method of augmenting pictures, is 

used to resize the image from 512x512 to CNN input size. 
The size of the input image is target size, which is the 

method's most crucial contention. This property is 

responsible for converting photos to the specified size for 

the input. In this instance, we set the target size attribute 

value of 512x512 for the picture size. 

C. Convolutional Neural Network 

CNNs are extremely proficient at handling complex 

problems in many different computer vision fields, like 

image assessment and categorization. The CNN model 

takes couple of level to correctly recognize images: 

firstly, it preprocesses for features extraction from given 

image, and then it inputs those features into the neural 

network to classify the image. Convolution, non-linearity 

pooling, and classification are the primary operations that 

comprise these two phases. Every CNN is built upon 

these operations. The widely used architectures for CNN 

classification are LeNet, AlexNet, VGG, ZF-Net, Resnet, 
Inception V3, Mobilenet, Xception, etc [19]. 

The back propagation method is among the best 

algorithms because CNN is easy to calculate and use. 

Back propagation makes a distinction between the labels 

predicted and the ground truth labels ascertained by the 

loss function during training. The output layer represents 

the j referred to as output neurons as inputs (a) and n 

represents total count of training samples.  

 

 

        (1) 

1)  Convolutional Layer 

The product of the interconnected neurons weights 

and the constrained region of input to which they are 

connected determine the end result of each convolutional 

layer. Equation (2) provides the output of the cells at the 
initial convolutional layer. Where b is the bias term and 

Yk is the convolutional layer's output feature map for the 

kth input. * stands for the action of 2D convolution. Let ω 

represent the weights and x be the input feature map. 

Usually, the CNN splits the weight of the convolutional 

layer to combine the chaotic, dense features. These 

variables are combined by CNN to categorize images. 

        
          (2) 

2) Pooling Layer 

Pooling facilitates the network's ability to handle 

massive data volumes. Additionally, it frees the network 

from minor deviations, distortions, and translations in the 

input by collecting the key information from it. This 

minimizes the size of feature map. This in turn reduces 

the calculations and weights, causing the network to 

become overfit. Different forms of pooling exist: The 
name of the pooling depends on the operation Max 

Pooling, Average Pooling, or Sum Pooling (3) (4). 

 

                         (3) 

                                        

                        (4) 

 

 
Figure 4.  Average Pooling and Max Pooling 

3) Fully-connected layer 

Because of the flattened input, every neuron in the FC 

is coupled to every other neuron. The flattened vector is 

then sent over a few more FC levels, which are typically 

where the functional operations related to mathematics are 

carried out. This is the moment where the classifying 

process begins. If FC layers are present, they are usually 

located close to the end of CNN architectures. Equation 

below, where l and (I - 1) are designated as completely 

linked layers, gives the fully connected operations. The 

weight connections between the jth unit of layer (I-1) in 

(r, s) location and the ith unit in layer l and y (5) 
 

     (5) 

 

 

4) Activation Function 

A neuron's function of activation determines whether 

or not to activate it. This suggests that, at the prediction 

stage, it will ascertain the relevance of the neuron's input 

to the network. There are several popular activation 

functions that are available, such as the Sigmoid, ReLU, 

Softmax, and tanH functions. 
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5) Relu Activation 

Rather of a local connection, a nonlinear activation 

function governs the output of neurons in CNN. Because 

of their improved performance, ease of learning, and 

simple construction, the logistic sigmoid and hyperbolic 

tangent type of activation functions are beneficial.     

                         (6) 

 

       
Figure 5.   Relu Activation 

6) Softmax Activation 

Final activation function in a neural network, it is 

frequently utilized in multinomial logistic regression to 

transform the network's output into a distribution of 

likelihood over the anticipated output classes. The 

likelihood that any ground truth identify will produce an 

output value between 0 and 1 is calculated using Softmax, 

and the outcomes are then translated into numerical form 

(7).  
 

 

         (7) 

 

D. VGG 19 model  

The acronym for Visual Geometry Group is VGG. 

The convolution performed by the 19 deep trainable 

layers that make up the VGG-19 model is completely 

coupled to t1he max pooling and dropout layers. It 

comprises of 19 layers, including 16 convolution layers, 5 

MaxPool layers, 1 SoftMax layer, 3 completely connected 
layers, and so forth. In order to predict 1000 labels, VGG 

is composed of two completely connected layers; each 

one has a total of 4096 channels. There is one more 

completely linked layer with one thousand channels after 

that. The final fully interconnected layer uses the Softmax 

layer for classification [18]. 

E. Capsule Network 

The architecture of a CapsNet is made up of capsules 

rather than neurons. Capsules produce vectors with 

direction, as opposed to neurons, which only produce 

scalars. CNN orienting issues are resolved in part by this 

capsule feature [5]. 

 
Figure 6.  VGG 19 model 

A cluster or collection of neurons known as a capsule 

is used to store data on a particular object in an image. 

This data mostly consists of the object's position, rotation, 

scale, and other attributes. 
Three components make up the capsule network.  

Convolution, reshape, and squash functions comprise the 

primary capsule.  

Dynamic routing is found in the higher level capsule. 

(3) Margin and reconstruction loss are the loss functions. 

The main purpose of capsule networks, or CapsNets is to 

acquire geographical information while reducing the loss 

of information brought on by CNN's pooling procedure.  

 

F. Capsule Network Architecture 

The capsule network's design is a shallow network 

with the three components as Convolutional layer via the 

ReLU activation function, this layer extracts the feature 

map of the input data via a traditional convolution 

operation. 

Primary caps layer: Using a linear combination, this layer 

divides the whole feature map into capsules, which are 
then covered by a convolution layer and reshaped. 

Following convolution, all maps undergo reshaping to 

classify them into groupings known as capsules. The 

calculated and enlarged dimensionality size of n is 

computed by multiplying each capsule output by a 

weight matrix of m * n, where each capsule vector's 

dimension is set to m. When the main capsules are 

moved to the digit capsules, the dimensionality rises 

because m is smaller than n. 

Digitcaps layer: Relationships between the various levels 

of the hierarchical capsule are established. Weights are 

updated by applying the dynamic routing algorithm and 
squash operation to the capsule layers. The vectors of the 

output capsules that show the dimension 

 
Figure 7.   Capsule Network Architecture 
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G. Metrics for Performance Evaluation 

Numerous indicators of efficiency such as accuracy, 

sensitivity, specificity and F1-score, were used to assess 

the suggested hybrid DL model for identifying and 

categorizing lung cancer. The total number of valid 

findings divided by the overall number of lung image 

sample counts yields the overall accuracy of this study 

(8). 

True-positive (TP) results, as seen from a medical 

standpoint, signify that individuals with abnormal lesions 

are examined following a predefined assessing protocol 

and are exactly categorized as having weird lesions. 

Conversely, a positive result means that the patient either 
carries the virus or has abnormal lesions. FP diagnosis is 

the medical misinterpretation of normal lesions that is 

wrongly recognized as abnormal lesions. A patient that 

tests negative (i.e., not abnormal) or true-negative (TN) 

means that they do not have any abnormal lesions and are 

considered normal. A false-negative (FN) scenario occurs 

where a patient has an abnormal lesion is mistakenly 

classified as a normal sample, misleading for diagnosis 

[17]. 

Sensitivity/recall or TP rate is the probabilities of 

patients with abnormal lesions are identified as medically 
positive. It must be high valued practically for much 

sensitive identification (9). 

Specificity rate is the probability that an individual 

will receive a negative diagnostic if they do not have 

abnormal lesions. Likewise, this figure ought to be as high 

as is practical. Stated differently, a diagnosis's accuracy 

increases with its value (10).  

According to Aurelien Geron in Hands on Machine 

Learning, the F1 Score relates to the "harmonic mean of 

precision and sensitivity."(11) 

 
                                        

(8) 

 

                                                                                      

(9) 

                               

 

                                                     (10) 

 

                                                    

                                         (11) 

 
AUC: The acronym AUC refers to "Area under the ROC 

Curve." A ROC curve, also known as the operational 

characteristic of the receiver curve, it displays 

effectiveness of a classification models across all criteria.  

4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

The Models such as MobileNet, Xception, VGG-16, 

VGG-19 and Inception V3 that were trained on the LIDC 
dataset to detect lung cancer and its classification are used 

for the comparison. Additionally, the new model 

VggCapNet is created and put to use in experiments. 

Based on a hybrid design that blends the VGG19 and 

Capsule Network, comes the VggCapNet architecture. 

A. Mobilenet 

MobileNets generally use depthwise separable 

convolutions rather than the regular found in earlier 

structures to provide lighter models. The width multiplier 

and resolution multiplier, two new global hyper 

parameters introduced by MobileNets, Permit tradeoff for 

model creators in accuracy or speed-related delay to 

achieve compact size network, depending on the 

demands. Each depthwise separable CN layer consists of 

a pointwise and a depthwise convolution respectively. 

MobileNet has 28 layers [20]. 

B. Xception 

"Extreme Inception" is what Architecture Xception 

stands for. The network's for feature extraction is made up 

of 36 convolutional layers. The architecture of Xception is 

made up of a several stack of convolutional layers that 

may be separated based on depth and include residual 

connections. With the same amount of parameters as 
Inception V3, the Xception architecture performs better 

because it makes better use of its model parameters rather 

than having greater capacity [21]. 

C. VGG-16 

VGG is the abbreviation for Visual Geometry Group. 

Extensive Image Identification using Very Deep 
Convolutional Networks is known as VGG. One of the 

most often used pre-trained models for image 

categorization is the VGG-16. In ImageNet, the VGG16 

model has around 92.7% top-5 test accuracy. An 

extensive collection of over 14 million photos from about 

1000 types makes up ImageNet. With a succession of 

smaller 3x3 filters in place of the huge filters, VGG16 

outperforms AlexNet. For the first convolutional layer in 

AlexNet, the kernel size is 11, while for the second layer, 

it is 5.  VGG16, with 138 million parameters overall, is 

thus a reasonably large network. It comprises 13 
convolution layers, 5 max-pooling layers, and 3 dense 

layers in the VGG16 pre-trained design. The dropout rate 

for both thick layers is 0.5 [10]. 
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D. VGG-19 

For the VGG-19 model, the convolution is fully 

coupled to the max pooling and dropout layers by the 19 

deep trainable layers which includes nineteen layers: 
sixteen convolution layers, five MaxPool layers, one 

SoftMax layer, and three completely connected layers. 

There are two completely linked layers in VGGNet, each 

having 4096 channels, to predict 1000 labels. There is one 

more completely linked layer with 1000 channels after 

that. The final completely connected layer uses the 

Softmax layer for classification [18]. 

E. Inception V3 

Reducing the computational burden without affecting 

the deeper network's generalization was the goal of 

Inception-V3. It used asymmetric small-size filters in 

place of large-size filters. Due to these modifications, 

cross-channel correlation and the conventional 

convolution operate quite similarly. Using the one by one 

convolutional technique the input data are mapped into 3 

or 4 separate spaces that are tiny than the original input 

areas. This model can achieve an accuracy of more than 
78.1 percent using the ImageNet dataset [11] [33].   

F. VggCapNet Model Building and Implementation 

Tensorflow and Keras, two Python libraries, are used 

to implement the suggested hybrid model on the Google 

Colab platform. The CNN model based on transfer 

learning [24] on pre-trained design is fitted to VGG-19 by 
including ReLu activation function based on dense layer 

and global average pooling layers [33]. Route 03 has been 

added to a capsule network that comes after the VGG19. 

Our findings indicate that our proposed hybrid model 

VggCapNet functions more efficient than the MobileNet, 

Xception, Inception V3 and VGG models. 

G. Capsule Network Deployment 

The capsule network implementation uses the pooling 

layer based on global median as its input. The features are 

then extracted using a 2-dimensional convolution layer 

with a kernel size of 9, 9,512. Then, using the reshape 

function is utilized for normalization these characteristics 

are transformed into an array of one-dimensional. Next, 

lambda is utilized to show that the lung image features 

had a normal value of 0. The fundamental architecture of 

the capsule network (CapsNet), which is utilized to 

analyze lung nodules, is seen in Figure 7 

 
Figure 8.   Architecture of the VggCapNet 

5. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

This paper presents a unique hybrid DL model, named 

VggCapNet, to detect lung cancer from CT images. 

LIDC-IDRI dataset CT images are processed using the 

VggCapNet model. Out of all the pretrained models that 

are currently in use, the VggCapNet architecture has the 

best accuracy at 99.20%. Pretrained models such as 

MobileNet, Xception, VGG-16, VGG-19 and Inception 

V3 had accuracy percentages of 98.00%, 97.97%, 

96.95%, 95.60%, and 94.35%, in that orders. An 

evaluation set of lung imaging data is used to evaluate the 
constructed hybrid model. 

Table II displays the classification matrix. It suggests 

that VggCapNet, the hybrid model, outperformed the 

other models. Consequently, the hybrid VggCapNet that 

was recommended achieved the best accuracy of 99.20 

percent. 

TABLE II.   CLASSIFICATION MATRIX UTILIZING THE LIDC 

DATASET FOR SEVERAL MODELS. 

Model Accuracy F-Measure Sensitivity Specificity AUC 

MobileNet 
98.00  

± 0.40 

98.00 

 ± 0.55 

98.15 

 ± 0.65 

98.00  

± 0.40 

98.00  

± 0.35 

Xception 
97.97  

± 1.02 

96.87  

± 1.82 

97.47  

± 1.05 

97.97 

 ± 1.02 

96.97 

 ± 1.02 

VGG-16 
96.95  

± 1.75 

96.95  

± 1.55 

95.95  

± 1.75 

96.95  

± 1.25 

95.95  

± 1.84 

VGG-19 
95.60  

±1.00 

95.55  

± 1.05 

95.10  

± 1.00 

95.60  

± 0.75 

95.50  

± 1.10 

Inception 

V3 

94.35  

± 1.1 

94.35 

 ± 1.15 

94.35  

± 1.2 

94.35  

± 1.10 

94.35  

± 1.1 

VggCapNet 
99.20  

± 0.2 

99.79  

± 0.5 

99.50  

± 0.5 

99.20  

± 0.6 

99.15  

± 0.6 
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Figure 9.  Comparison of efficiency with existing methodologies 

 Discussion 

As many deep learning models can assist in lung 

cancer diagnosis, accuracy in publically accessible 

datasets continues to be a significant challenge. The 

researchers findings were correct overall, despite the fact 

that some of them used tiny datasets that were freely 

accessible online or private hospital datasets. It takes a 
great deal of diligence to identify malignant lung nodules, 

particularly if you have never done this before. Despite 

recent advances, the clinical implementation of DL 

models for malignancy detection is still challenging. DL 

models are utilized to detect the lung's core nodule in 

most situations, disregarding the surrounding tissue. This 

section presents the outcomes of the VggCapNet 

architecture for the detection and classification of lung 

nodules as benign or malignant based on lung CT images 

in comparison with pre-trained CNN MobileNet, 

Xception, VGG-16 VGG-19, Inception V3 models. After 
preparing the LIDC-IDRI dataset, there were no problems 

while using the models. 

In this study 30% of the dataset is utilized to assess the 

proposed VggCapNet designs, while the remaining 70% 

is used as a training set. The performance parameters such 

as Accuracy, F1 scores, sensitivity, specificity and AUC 

for each model are summarized in Table II. 

Figure 10 displays confusion matrix for Predicted 

label and True label for images. Figure 11, Figure 12 and 

Figure 13 displays the validation accuracy, loss curves 

and ROC curve for the VggCapNet model respectively. 

Accuracy and losses in training and validation continue to 
converge, peaking after 50 epochs. A strong connection 

between the actual and predicted values was found in the 

networks with less than 0.1% error rate and test accuracy 

of less than 0.1% for the proposed VggCapNet model 

when evaluated. 

In comparison to existing methods MobileNet, 

Xception, VGG-16, VGG19 and inception V3 the 

suggested hybrid VggCapNet model assessed on the CT 

images collected dataset demonstrated greater accuracy. 

Any medical system must be able to generate precise 

results since this framework serves therapeutic objectives 

and may be used to identify lung nodules in lung cancer. 

 
Figure 10.   Confusion Matrix 

 

Figure 11.   Model Accuracy 

 
Figure 12.   Model loss 
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Figure 13.  ROC Curve  

6. CONCLUSION 

Considering the remarkable outcomes of deep learning 

techniques, this research examined lung cancer detection 

based on CT images from the LIDC-IDRI dataset using 

CNN-based hybrid VggCapNet architecture, one of the 

medical research's most effective DL models. For this, 

before the model was used, an image dataset was used to 
create a series of CT images. The proposed hybrid 

VggCapNet model is applied on this series of CT images 

of LIDC-IDRI dataset. Although the existing approaches 

of MobileNet, Xception, VGG-16, and VGG-19 and 

inception v3 obtained an accuracy of 98.00%, 97.97%, 

and 96.95%, 95.60% and 94.35% respectively, the 

suggested VggCapNet architecture offered a greater 

accuracy of 99.20%. Radiologists can anticipate our 

hybrid VggCapNet framework to be extremely useful and 

time-saving when employing it for clinical investigations 

to identify lesions in lung carcinomas. 
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